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Testimonials From Around the World
Hotel Key Cards
Scandic Hotels “The wooden cards perfectly complement our rigorous sustainable practices.
We try to make pro-environmental choices in all that we do in our hotels. The cards are our
brand standard for all of our hotels in Europe.” ~ Inger Mattsson, Stockholm, Sweden
The Betsy-South Beach Hotel “Realizing that a portion of your sales are allocated to the
preservation and restoration of the environment means the world to us, as our hotel is keenly
focused on community needs, locally, nationally, and internationally. We applaud Sustainable
Cards for making the world a better place, and for making key cards look better and work better
than they ever have before in our hotel!” ~ Jeff Lehman, Miami Beach, Florida
The Westin New York at Times Square “Sustainable Cards generated a lot of positive
conversation and let our guests know that we are a green hotel supporting Earth Day and
sustainability. The cards were completely compatible with our key system.”
~Adam Modica, New York City, New York
Radisson Blu “We only have positive experiences to report. They perform just like our regular
plastic cards with the exception that the guests notice that they are made out of wood and
compliment us on our green initiative.” ~ Hans Henrick Berendtsen, Copenhagen, Denmark

Gift Cards
Barista Fair Trade Coffee “When we were presented with using Sustainable Cards for our gift
cards, we immediately saw the potential. They behave just like our old plastic cards. They even
improve the marketing response connected to our membership cards and, most of all, it is the
right thing to do.” ~Björn Almer, Stockholm, Sweden

Business Cards
Steve Madden Shoes “The quality of the cards is unmatched. We use our cards exclusively as
business cards, but it's helped us to better communicate our brand to our customers. We are a
locally owned franchise of a large corporation so sometimes it's hard to set ourselves apart.
Our one-of-a-kind business cards have been a tremendous help. I would definitely recommend
Sustainable Cards; they were easy to work with and incredibly prompt.”
~Jessica Roberts, Boulder, Colorado

Special Event Cards
ASHHRA of American Hospital Association “The key cards you produced for us were
awesome! They were well received by our conference attendees and the Hilton staff gave
them rave reviews as well.” ~Sharon C. Allen, Chicago, Illinois
To read our customer testimonials in full and for a complete listing, please visit our
website.
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